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TOP TIPS 
Writing the Experience Section of Your Resume 

• Begin with the end in mind. Always keep your career target in mind, and don’t 
hesitate to eliminate or severely edit any information that is not relevant to your 
objectives. Keep your readers focused on what's important to them. 

• Use context to create impact. Before plunging into your achievements, help readers 
understand “what was going on” so that they can better appreciate what you did. We 
recommend starting with a brief description of the company, your job scope, and key 
challenges, followed by bullet points that showcase your specific accomplishments. 

• Use the big and save the little. You cannot possibly include all the details of every 
project of your entire career in a two- or three-page executive resume. Focus on the 
most meaningful and impressive facts—the “big”—and save the “little” details for 
discussion during your interviews. 

• “Re-weight” your skills and qualifications. Bring to the forefront the activities and 
accomplishments that are most relevant to your current career goals, even if these were 
not the most prominent components of the job you are describing. 

• Be specific. To be credible and meaningful, your accomplishments must be measurable. 
Don’t merely say that you “increased revenue”—tell how much in dollars or percentages. 
Use these benchmarks as a starting point to develop the hard numbers you need for your 
resume: 
– How much was the increase? (revenue, profit, stock price, market valuation, market 

share, number of customers, productivity improvements, etc.) 
– How much was saved? (operating expense, cycle time, man hours, turnaround, etc.) 
– How did we compare to other departments, competitors, and/or the industry? 
– What were we expected to do, and how did we perform against that goal? 
– Was there recognition for a specific achievement? 
– What were the immediate and long-range outcomes? 



TOP TIPS 
Executive Resume Writing Strategies 

 
1. Write to the Future. Resume writing is not about rehashing your past by simply listing 

what you’ve done and where. Rather, resume writing is about writing to the future, to 
the job you want or the career path you wish to pursue.  

2. Sell It; Don’t Tell It. Resume writing is sales—pure and simple. You have a product to 
sell—yourself—and you must create demand for that product. Instead of simply telling 
your readers what you have done, sell them on how well you’ve done it. 

3. Highlight Your Keywords. Keywords are a vital component of every job seeker’s 
successful search campaign. Be sure to use the right keywords for your targeted position. 

4. Communicate Your Executive Brand. We recommend that you take some time to 
define your brand attributes and make them a key part of your resume, cover letters, 
networking communications, and interview messages. 

5. Make Your Resume Inviting to Read. Use plenty of white space, use bold and italics 
to highlight important information, write in short paragraphs for a quick read, and use 
bullets to showcase your achievements. 

6. Create Multiple Resume Formats. Savvy job seekers know that in today’s world of 
electronic job search, you must have two distinct versions of your resume—the 
Microsoft Word version and a text version.  

7. Proofread and Perfect Your Document. Don’t take the proofreading task lightly—
edit and proofread, edit and proofread, and proofread again. Be certain that your 
resume reflects a polished, executive image from first word to last. 

8. Use Your Resume Wisely. Consider these additional uses for your resume: as a tool 
for networking and contact development; as a tool to guide your interviews; as 
supporting information to help you negotiate a strong compensation package. 

9. Go Beyond the Resume to Convey Your Value. For the most part, your resume is a 
“one size fits all” document. Yet as you proceed through in-depth interviews, you might 
want to present some additional facets of your background or details of your experience 
that will help illustrate how well you fit the company and the opportunity. These 
“beyond-the-resume” documents (e.g., leadership profiles, career biographies, personal 
branding statements, achievement profiles) have emerged as powerful differentiators in 
today’s increasingly competitive executive job search. We recommend that you consider 
and prepare these as appropriate to give yourself an executive edge. 

 

DON’T FORGET—In addition to all the printed material provided in this Toolkit, the file titled 
“Resources” provides live links other great career resources and sites! You’ll find our 
recommendations for additional books, recruiter services, blogs, and much more. 
 


